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AVAILABLE: OCTOBER

WINTER
SAFETY GLOVES
IN NEW DESIGN

Three new TEGERA® winter gloves with
modern look and feel. The gloves are based
on the popular TEGERA® PRO collection,
combining ergonomic design and freedom
of movement to make work easy and safe.
High durability and ergonomic design
The gloves are equipped with reinforced palms and
fingertips for enhanced durability. The reinforced
design is also ergonomic for optimal protection
when using hand-held tools. All gloves have a specially
designed S-thumb for easy thumb mobility.

“The new TEGERA® gloves also
includes with new hang tags”
WINTER GLOVES
WITH FLEECE
LINING

Waterproof
All gloves are waterproof with a breathable
membrane to keep hands dry in wet and snowy
work environments.
Touchscreen
Touchscreen functionality enables the user to switch
freely between duties and touchscreen controls.

Areas of use: Building & construction and other
outside work in very cold environments.

TEGERA® 9163

TEGERA® 9166

TEGERA® 9235

• Easy access cuffs make the
gloves easy to put on and take off
• Microthan®+ synthetic leather
in the palm
• Sizes: 6-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

• Cuff with hook & loop closing
• Microthan®+ synthetic leather
in the palm
• Sizes: 6-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

• Warm fleece lined cuff
for extra warmth
• Macrothan® and Microthan®+
synthetic leather in the palm for
extra durability
• Sizes: 6-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
2222

EN 511:2006
121

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
2222

EN 511:2006
121

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
2231

EN 511:2006
221

AVAILABLE: SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE: MARCH

HEAVY DUTY BOOTS
WITH WIDE LAST

Gran Premio safety shoes are made of durable material for demanding
work environments. They offer a roomier fit and are insulated to protect
against cold and hot conditions. The lining makes them comfortable in
cool conditions. The PU-coated leather upper part and a pronose at the
front of the shoe ensure long-lasting wear resistance and easy cleaning.
Comfortable ergonomic components
Multilayered soles and insoles with Poron® XRD®
shock absorption make the shoes comfortable and
stable and prevent injuries to the foot and back.
Boa® Fit System closure
The shoes are equipped with a Boa® Fit System
for convenience and perfect tightening.

Excellent grip
A nitrile rubber outsole provides a strong grip on
cold or slippery surfaces, and a stabiliser arch
support secures grip on ladders. The soles are also
oil and heat resistant (up to 300°C).
Protective features
Steel nail penetration insert and lightweight
aluminium toe cap offer optimal protection from
falling objects and nails on the ground.

GRAN PREMIO BOOTS
WITH A ROOMY FIT

JALAS ® 1598 GP
•
•
•
•
•

HEAVY DUTY SHOES
WITH METATARSAL
IMPACT PROTECTION

When handling heavy objects, in demanding work
environments, there is always a risk for injuries to the upper
foot. Safety shoes should not only be sturdy and durable but
provide extra impact protection. XRD® M-Guard is a specially
designed impact protection fitted to the JALAS® boots.
Metatarsal protection
A new boot with integrated impact protection of the
metatarsal part of the foot, using XRD® M-Guard.
The shock-absorbing material is integrated into the
shoe to give convenient and effective protection to
the upper part of the foot. It is made of Poron® XRD®,
which is the same material used in JALAS® shock-
absorbing insoles. It is a high-tech material that is soft
and flexible under normal conditions but hardens and
absorbs up to 90% of the energy upon impact. The
material is light and has long-lasting efficacy.

Roomy fit
The shoes have a roomier fit for extra comfort.
Durability and safety
The PU coated leather upper material is durable,
easy to clean, and insulated to protect from cold
and hot objects. A heat resistant nitrile rubber
outsole ensures particularly good grip on slippery
surfaces. They have a light aluminium toe cap and
a nail penetration insert in stainless steel.

Impact protection of the
metatarsal part of the foot.

JALAS ® 1508 GP

Mid-cut model
Extra-wide fit
Polyamide lining
BOA® Fit System
FX2 Pro insole with Poron® XRD®
for shock absorption
• Sizes: 35-50

•
•
•
•
•
•

EN Compliance: S3 HRO HI CI SRC

EN Compliance: S3 HRO HI CI SRC

High-cut model
Extra-wide fit
Technical fleece lining
BOA® Fit System
FX2 Pro insole with Poron®XRD® for shock absorption
Sizes: 35-50

JALAS ® 1938 META
•
•
•
•

Integrated XRD® M-Guard
Extra-wide fit
FX2 Pro insole with Poron®XRD® for shock absorption
Sizes: 35-50

EN Compliance: S3 HRO M CI HI SRC

AVAILABLE: OCTOBER

AVAILABLE: NOW

HEAVY DUTY
LATEX GLOVES

Highly durable natural latex gloves that offer a high level of protection in
various wet work environments. They are comfortable and have a cotton
lining and good flexibility. The pattern on the hands ensures a particularly
good grip. The gloves are extra-long and come in two colours.
Areas of use: Gloves suitable for fishing and marine industry, foodstuff handling,
agriculture, chemical and petrochemical technology etc.

WARM FINGERLESS
GLOVES FOR WINTER USE
A practical glove that keeps hands warm and has an opening for the fingers.
Made of warm Thinsulate™ material with leather reinforced palm and thumb
for excellent durability and protection against cold objects, dirt and moisture.
It has a warm and flexible cuff for a comfortable fit.
Areas of use: All winter work where a fingerless glove is needed.
For example, uniformed services.

TEGERA® 8162

TEGERA® 8163

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Colour: Blue
Material thickness: 1.3 mm (chem-layer)
Length: 350 mm
Sizes: 7-11
Industry pack: 6 pairs
In Carton: 72 pairs

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
3131X
EN 407:2020 No Flame
X2XXXX
Protection

EN ISO 374-5:2016
EN ISO 374-1:2016/Type B
AKLPT

Colour: Orange
Material thickness: 1.3 mm (chem-layer)
Length: 350 mm
Sizes: 7-11
Industry pack: 6 pairs
In Carton: 72 pairs

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
3131X
EN 407:2020 No Flame
X2XXXX
Protection

EN ISO 374-5:2016
EN ISO 374-1:2016/Type B
AKLPT

TEGERA® T6030
• Made of Thinsulate™ material
• Sizes: 8, 10
• Industry pack: 12 pairs

SAFETY
ASSESSMENT SERVICE
Our unique Safety Assessment has been created to help identify
potential dangers in companies’ workplaces and how to best
counter them. It aims to promote a safety-first environment
where productivity and employee satisfaction are championed.

IMPROVE SAFETY

The Safety Assessment, which forms a key part of our Safety Concept, involves
joining our customers on an initial safety appraisal in their place of business, where
we look at the working environment, consider the safety issues present and what
appropriate protection for hands and feet the employees need to ensure the safest
workplace possible. We also help customers with cost efficiency by selecting the
most relevant products to the company’s requirements.

EDUCATION
ONGOING
COOPERATION

YOUR NEEDS
AND DEMANDS

SAFETY
ASSESSMENT

EJENDALS
SAFETY
CONCEPT

FOLLOW UP
& FEEDBACK

•
•
•
•

Reduce injuries
Reduce cost
Increase productivity
Reduce environmental
footprint

IMPLEMENTATION

EJENDALS SAFETY ASSESSMENT USES
A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
•
•
•
•

Presentation meeting
Visit and safety assessment of the workplace
Evaluation tests
Safety Report

INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY

• Follow-up meetings
• Recommendations for an optimised product range
• Subsequent safety assessments, generally conducted
every second year

OPTIMISE HAND & FEET
SOLUTIONS
Ejendals Safety Assessment is a unique service to help our customers
improve safety, increase productivity and optimise hand and feet.

AVAILABLE: NOW

ONE OF THE WIDEST
RANGES OF ESD & ATEX
PROTECTIVE GLOVES

Proper safety equipment is essential when handling electronic equipment, and
since different work requires different glove functions, TEGERA® has developed
a range of ESD and ATEX-protective gloves for any situation.
ESD work environments often involve handling very small, delicate objects, such as electronic components.
Many of our new ESD gloves are made with very thin and flexible material featuring high dexterity and
fingertip sensitivity. Handling of metal sheets with electronic components or mounting of electronics
inside equipment with sharp metal edges requires ESD gloves with cut protection. As well as incredibly
tough, our hallmark CRF® Technology fibre is also smooth and thin, making the gloves pliable. Several glove
models also have touch screen functionality, ensuring seamless transition between duties without having
to remove the glove. All our gloves are highly breathable so they can be worn all day in comfort.
Areas of use: Manufacturing and assembly of static discharge sensitive electronics and other products.

SUPER THIN AND
FLEXIBLE ESD
GLOVES
TEGERA® 877

TEGERA® 878

TEGERA® 879

• 18 gg Carbon, Nylon,
Elastan fibre
• Touchscreen functionality
• PU dipping
• Sizes: 5-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

• Our thinnest ESD glove
• 18 gg Nylon,
Elastan fibre
• PU palm-dipped
• Sizes: 5-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

• 18 gg Carbon, Nylon,
Elastan fibre
• Nitrile dipping
• Touchscreen functionality
• Sizes: 6-12
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

EN 388:2016
0131X

ESD GLOVES
WITH CUT
PROTECTION

IEC 61340-5-1

EN 388:2016
1020X

IEC 61340-5-1

EN 388:2016
4110X

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

TEGERA® 806 – ESD, CUT C

Cut resistance level B using CRF Technology
18 gg Carbon, Polyester, Spandex fibre
PU, palm-dipped
Touchscreen functionality
Sizes: 6-12
Industry pack: 6 pairs
®

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
4X42B

EN 16350

GENERIC
ESD GLOVES

TEGERA® 803 – ESD CUT B
•
•
•
•
•
•

VERY THIN AND
FLEXIBLE ESD
GLOVES WITH
NITRILE

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

•
•
•
•

Cut resistance level C using CRF® Technology
18 gg Carbon, Polyester, Spandex fibre
Sizes: 6-12
Industry pack: 6 pairs

EN 388:2016+A1:2018
1X42C

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

TEGERA® 800

TEGERA® 801

TEGERA® 802

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Liner, no dipping
13 gg Carbon, polyester
Sizes: 5-12
Industry pack: 12 pairs

EN 388:2016
0131X

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

13 gg Carbon, polyester
PU fingertip-dipped
Sizes: 5-12
Industry pack: 12 pairs

EN 388:2016
0131X

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

13 gg Carbon, polyester
PU palm-dipped
Sizes: 5-12
Industry pack 12 pairs

EN 388:2016
3131X

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

AVAILABLE: NOW

“Handling of metal sheets with
electronic components or mounting
of electronics inside equipment
with sharp metal edges requires
ESD gloves with cut protection.”

ATEX GLOVES
WITH CUT PROTECTION
TEGERA® 804
• 18 gg Carbon, Polyester, Spandex fibre
• Cut resistance level C using
CRF® Technology
• Nitrile, ¾-dipped
• Oil resistant
• Touchscreen functionality
• ESD approved
• Sizes: 6-11
• Industry pack: 6 pairs

EN 388:2016 + A1:2018
3X41C

Areas of use:
Explosive environments, e.g. Powder painting,
Oil & Gas, Oil Refinery

EN 407:2020
X1XXXX

EN 16350

IEC 61340-5-1

AVAILABLE: APRIL

NEW DESIGN OF SPOC OCCUPATIONAL SHOES
New colors and design specially developed for staff in the service sector.
The shoes are available with laces or with BOA® Fit System. All shoes are unisex.
Areas of use: The service sector

JALAS ® 5382 SPOC

JALAS ® 5392 SPOC

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Low-cut occupational shoe
Sock-like construction
Textile fabric with high breathability
With BOA® Fit System
Sizes: 35-48

EN Compliance: O1 A E FO SRC

JALAS® SPOC COLLECTION
The JALAS® SpOc collection designed for people who are on their feet all day.
Certified to protect
What makes JALAS® SpOc occupational shoes so
special is that they are tested and approved for slip
resistance and ergonomics for personal protection.
The slip-resistant outsole provides excellent
grip and is safe on wet surfaces (SRC rated). ESD
certification, on the other hand, protects sensitive
equipment from electric discharge which is essential in many work environments.
All day comfort and ergonomics
Comfortable and shock absorbing soles in multiple
layers ensures high all-day comfort and ergonomics

to prevent injuries to feet and back. The functional
shock absorbing material Poron® XRD® is a hightech substance that absorbs up to 95% of the
impact energy.
BOA® Fit System
BOA® Fit System is a quick and convenient closing
device that makes it easy to get in and out of the
shoes. It provides custom comfort and smooth,
even closure without pressure points.

Low-cut occupational shoe
Elastic tongue attachment
Extra soft textile mesh fabric with high breathability
With laces
Sizes: 35-48

EN Compliance: O1 A E FO SRC

LIGHTWEIGHT AND SPORTY OCCUPATIONAL
SHOES WITH HEALTHCARE CERTIFICATION
Light shoes with high breathability and for use in healthcare work environments.
Shock absorbing soles and certified slip resistance are important for personal protection.
ESD protection of sensitive electronics is essential where lifesaving and expensive equipment
is used. The shoes are available with laces or with BOA® Fit System. All shoes are unisex.
Areas of use: Healthcare environments

JALAS ® 5462 SPOC

JALAS ® 5492 SPOC

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Low-cut occupational shoe
Sock-like construction
Textile mesh fabric with high breathability
With BOA® Fit System
Sizes: 35-48

EN Compliance: O1 A E FO SRC

Low-cut occupational shoe
Elastic tongue attachment
Extra soft textile mesh fabric with high breathability
With laces
Sizes: 35-48

EN Compliance: O1 A E FO SRC

OUR VISION IS
ZERO INJURIES TO
HANDS AND FEET
At Ejendals, we have a long history of reducing the risk of
preventable injuries to hands and feet. We´ve been doing it
for 70 years. Carefully developed and tested in co-operation
with leading experts in materials, function and ergonomics
we offer the best safety equipment. With a continuous
dialogue with those who use our safety gloves and footwear
we know what´s expected from us.

www.ejendals.com
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